Declaring Your Psychology Major and Degree Path

Psychology, BA (degree available as of Fall 2012)

All students who have not declared Psychology as their major yet:

- All students, regardless of their catalog year, can declare the Psychology, BA path in the Program of Study Management (POSM) system. Use the Declare or Add a Major option in POSM.

All students currently declared as Psychology, BS who would like to switch to the BA path:

- If you are currently declared as Psychology, BS, you should use the Change Degree option in POSM to request the BA path.

Psychology, BS (degree revised as of Fall 2012)

Students who entered the College of Charleston in Fall 2012:

- When you declare Psychology, BS, you will be declared under the “new” BS requirements.

Students who entered the College of Charleston prior to Fall 2012:

- When you declare Psychology, BS, you will be declared under the “old” BS requirements.

Students currently declared under the “old” BS who would like to switch to the “new” BS:

- You have the option to switch to the “new” BS requirements by emailing Anna Goodwin (goodwina@cofc.edu) in the Registrar’s Office with a request to change your catalog year to 2012-13.